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Image Understanding

What does it mean to
understand an image?

Get answers to particular
questions one may ask about
the image

The image understanding
problem as a restricted version
of the Turing Test

Different levels of understanding



Computer Vision: Four challenges

Difficulties shared with other types of problems, e.g. NLP, solving

some games, analogical reasoning

Context

Global consistency

Process Interdependence

Large Search Spaces



Context

Hierarchical (forest → tree)

Co-Occurrence (keyboard → mouse)

Structural (roof → chimney)

window-window window-door chimney-chimney



Global Consistency

Visual perception as an
interpretation of parts

Search for interpretations that
are globally consistent

Narratives versus Keywords

NLP



Process Interdependence

Simultaneous solution of interdependent subproblems

“my dad’s tutor” “rice university”

Backprojections in human vision

Hypercycles



Large Search Spaces

Naive AI as a problem of search

Chess (manageable); Go [fatal error: stack overflow]

(Partial) content addressable memory

Is it the only mechanism? (Wolfram, 2004)

The importance of context

The importance of physicality (e.g. Manz et al., 2002)



Computer Vision Today

“Finding Trails”
S Morris, K Barnard (CVPR 08)

“Crowd detection from still images”
O Arandjelovic (BMVC 08)

“Foreground Focus: Finding Meaningful Features
in unlabelled images”
Y Lee, K Grauman (BMVC 08)



Computer Vision Today

A 3 year old is better than any engineered system at many of

the most basic tasks - let’s get these simple problems sorted

first (A Sloman)

The mystery of ROC curves

Numenta



Computer Vision Today

Protein networks as
computational systems

A computer vision system for
object recognition





Image Search on the Web

300 billion images and counting (rapidly)

Most of them worthless, but many are not

Academic, art, sport, news, faces ...

Text-based search: images described and searched by

associated metadata, http://images.google.com

Visual search: images described by their ‘actual content’



Pixsta Proposition

Long-term plan: general visual image search with specialised

niche applications

Short-term plan: visual product search and advertising in

apparel sector

Destination sites Partner sites ImageSense



Pixsta Proposition

For shoppers: find products more easily (and get inspired on

the way)

For retailers: increase sales conversion through qualified leads,

increase exposure to target audience

For content-owners: monetise traffic and add free content



Research Projects

Image classification

Image segmentation



Image Classification I

k-NN Classification

Class Prototypes



Image Classification I

k-NN Classification Class Prototypes



Image Classification I - Class Prototypes



Image Classification II - Contour Features

1 Keypoint detection (Kadir-Brady)

2 Edge detection (Canny)

3 Fragment clustering (k-medoid)

4 Cluster subclustering to obtain contour prototypes (Meanshift)

The degree to which a contour prototype Pi matches an image

contour I can be expressed as a real number, s(I ,Pi ).
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Image Classification II - Keypoints



Image Classification II - Contour Fragments



Image Classification II - Contour Clusters



Image Classification II - Randomised Trees

Training

1 Assign all training images to the root node

2 For each mixed node, choose a random prototype Pi and a

random threshold θ.

3 Assign image I to child nodes depending on the values of

s(Pi , I ) and θ

4 Repeat 2-3 until all nodes are pure.

Classification

1 Drop an image down the decision tree by applying the same

set of binary questions used to construct it

2 The class membership is the class of the leaf-node
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Unsupervised Segmentation

Three simplifications of the general problem

Automated region segmentation
Interactive object segmentation
Automated segmentation in restricted domain



Unsupervised Segmentation

1 Rough estimation of object outline based on snakes

2 Estimation of background and foreground models (GMM)

3 Finding optimal partitioning (GraphCut)

4 Iterate 2 and 3 until convergence

5 Self-evaluate segmentation result

6 Post-processing if result is acceptable



Unsupervised Segmentation



Unsupervised Segmentation



Concluding Remarks

Wanted: Senior Front End Web Developer (Grails, Scrum)

Research talks at Pixsta

daniel@pixsta.com


